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Abstract BACKGROUND CONTEXT: Previous studies have demonstrated functional recovery of rats with
spinal cord contusions after transplantation of neural stem cells adjacent to the site of acute injury.
PURPOSE: The purpose of the study was to determine if the local or distal injection of neural stem
cells can cause functional difference in recovery after chronic spinal cord injury.
STUDY DESIGN/SETTING: Twenty-four adult female Long-Evans hooded rats were random-
ized into four groups, with six animals in each group: two experimental and two control groups.
Functional assessment was measured after injury and then weekly for 6 weeks using the Basso, Beattie,
and Bresnahan locomotor rating score. Data were analyzed using two-sample t test and linear mixed-
effects model analysis.
METHODS: Posterior exposure and laminectomy at the T10 level was used. Moderate spinal cord
contusion was induced by the Multicenter Animal Spinal Cord Injury Study Impactor with 10-g weight
dropped from a height of 25 mm. Experimental subjects received either a subdural injection of human
neural stem cells (hNSCs) locally at the injury site or intrathecal injection of hNSCs through a sep-
arate distal laminotomy 4 weeks after injury. Controls received control media injection either locally
or distally.
RESULTS: A statistically significant functional improvement in subjects that received hNSCs in-
jected distally to the site of injury was observed when compared with the control (p=.042). The difference
between subjects that received hNSCs locally and the control did not reach statistical significance
(p=.085).
CONCLUSIONS: The transplantation of hNSCs into the contused spinal cord of a rat led to sig-
nificant functional recovery of the spinal cord when injected distally but not locally to the site of
chronic spinal cord injury. © 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a devastating clinical problem
with significant neurologic consequences leading to long-
lasting functional disability and paralysis. Limited treatment
options exist and most are ineffective in restoring
neurologic function. The injured adult mammalian central
nervous system normally does not support regrowth of
damaged axons. Interruption of myelinated tracts of the central
nervous system typically results in irreversible functional defi-
cits. Stem cell transplantation is a promising technology that
targets the fundamental pathologic process of axonal degen-
eration, neuronal loss, and demyelination in SCI [1]. The
goal of stem cell transplantation is to replace lost neurons,
reconnect interrupted axonal connections, and provide
neuroprotective factors to allow for healing and recovery after
SCI.

Neural stem cells (NSCs) are a promising source
for cell therapies, primarily due to their self-renewal
and pluripotentiality [1]. Various studies have shown
improved function in the acute SCI model using stem cell
therapy. Schira et al. [2] grafted unrestricted somatic stem
cells into the vicinity of a dorsal hemisection injury at the
thoracic level, and resulted in reduction in lesion size and
augmented tissue sparing, enhanced axon regrowth, and
significant functional locomotor improvement. Whereas
there are other studies demonstrating similar improvement
in function after SCI, none have examined both a less-
invasive route of cell administration and the timing of
cellular therapy [3–6]. These are potentially significant factors
in clinical scenarios when patients may receive delayed in-
tervention or may not be able to undergo acute surgical
treatment.

It has been suggested that delayed treatment results in more
permissive conditions for survival of transplanted cells and
for spinal cord regeneration, providing a more hospitable en-
vironment for the transplanted cells, and this may be because
of decreased inflammation and inflammatory mediators in the
subacute phase after SCI compared with the acute stage [7,8].
The chronic phase of SCI has been elucidated by histologic
studies analyzing glial scar formation and neuroregenerative
potential, and has been determined to be >28 days in the rat
model [9]. Parr et al. [10] were able to demonstrate in-
creased survival of directly transplanted stem cells in the
subacute phase compared with acute or chronic administra-
tion of cells, but functional data were available only for the
acute group.

Our laboratory has previously been able to determine that
the acute transplantation of human neural stem cells (hNSCs)
into the contused spinal cord of a rat leads to significant func-
tional recovery of the spinal cord, when injected either locally
or distally to the site of SCI [11]. As of yet, no studies have
been performed comparing not only chronic transplantation
of neuronal stem cells but also the intrathecal route of ad-
ministration in a rat contusion SCI model, with analysis of
functional scores.

Methods

Before inception of the experiment, approval was ob-
tained from the Institutional Review Board andAdministrative
Panel on LaboratoryAnimal Care of Stanford University. Sub-
jects comprised 77-day-old adult female Long-Evans hooded
rats (200–350 g; Charles River Laboratories,Wilmington, MA,
USA). Four groups in total were identified: two experimen-
tal and two control groups. A power analysis was conducted,
and it was determined that a minimum of six subjects in each
group was required to detect a 3-point difference on the Basso,
Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor scoring system [12].
All subjects sustained a moderate contusion SCI.

Human neural stem cells were collected from a single donor
as previously described [11]. The cells (105 cells/mL) were
seeded in serum-free medium with neural basal medium and
supplements. The components included the following:
Neurobasal (96%; Gibco/Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA),
GlutaMAX (1%; Gibco/Invitrogen), heparin (8 mg/mL; Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), basic fibroblast growth factor
and epidermal growth factor (bFGF: 20 ng/mL; EGF: 20 ng/
mL; human, recombinant; Chemicon International, Temecula,
CA, USA), and leukemia inhibitory factor (10 ng/mL; human,
recombinant; Chemicon International). For routine passag-
ing, TrypLE (Gibco/Invitrogen) was used as the dissociating
agent.

For viral transfection, hNSCs were passaged and the
neurospheres were dissociated. Of the cell culture superna-
tant, 5 mL was collected and saved for proteomics analysis.
Cell culture supernatant was collected with Hank balanced
salt solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) rinses and cen-
trifuged at 200×g for 5 minutes at room temperature with 50%
brake to collect non-adherent cells. Of warmed TrypLE
(Invitrogen), 10 mL was added to each flask and returned to
the incubator for 10 minutes. Ten milliliters of warmed neural
growth medium (NGM [Invitrogen] with 1% 100x GlutaMAX-
100 [Invitrogen]), 10 µg human basic fibroblastic growth factor,
10 µg human epidermal growth factor, 0.6% heparin sodium
injection 1000 USP/mL (APP Pharmaceuticals, Schaum-
burg, IL, USA), 0.1% Fetal Clone III (Invitrogen), and 2%
50x B27 supplement without VitaminA (Invitrogen) were then
added, and the cells were removed and homogenized by
pipetting to dissociate the neurospheres. The hNSCs were
washed in Hank balanced salt solution and centrifuged at
300×g for 5 min at room temperature with 50% brake. The
hNSCs was resuspended in a small volume of NGM and added
to a 24-well plate for transfection. Lentiviral vector with the
CMV promoter or luciferase reporter gene was added to the
wells at the desired multiplicity of infection of 50. The hNSCs
were incubated with the vector particles for 24 to 48 hours
or until the desired fluorescence was obtained. Fresh media
was added, and 24 hours later the cells were analyzed using
bioluminescence. Two days before transplantation,
neurospheres (Fig. 1) were enzymatically dissociated
into single cell suspensions and cultured in fresh medium.
Experimental groups received a minimum of 5×105
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